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Abstract—Traditional concentrating photovoltaic (CPV) sys-
tems utilize multijunction cells to minimize thermalization losses,
but cannot efficiently capture diffuse sunlight, which contributes
to a high levelized cost of energy (LCOE) and limits their
use to geographical regions with high direct sunlight insolation.
Luminescent solar concentrators (LSCs) harness light generated
by luminophores embedded in a light-trapping waveguide to
concentrate light onto smaller cells. LSCs can absorb both
direct and diffuse sunlight, and thus can operate as flat plate
receivers at a fixed tilt and with a conventional module form
factor. However, current LSCs experience significant power loss
through parasitic luminophore absorption and incomplete light
trapping by the optical waveguide. Here we introduce a tandem
LSC device architecture that overcomes both of these limitations,
consisting of a PLMA polymer layer with embedded CdSe/CdS
quantum dot (QD) luminophores and InGaP micro-cells, which
serve as a high bandgap absorber on top of a conventional Si
photovoltaic. We experimentally synthesize CdSe/CdS QDs with
exceptionally high quantum-yield (99%) and ultra-narrowband
emission optimally matched to fabricated III-V InGaP micro-
cells. Using a Monte Carlo ray-tracing model, we show the
radiative limit power conversion efficiency for a module with
these components to be 30.8% diffuse sunlight conditions. These
results indicate that a tandem LSC-on-Si architecture could
significantly improve upon the efficiency of a conventional Si
photovoltaic module with simple and straightforward alterations
of the module lamination steps of a Si photovoltaic manufactur-
ing process, with promise for widespread module deployment
across diverse geographical regions and energy markets.
Index Terms—Luminescent solar concentrator, quantum dots,
microoptics, Monte Carlo ray tracing, tandem cells, lu-
minophores, photovoltaics
INTRODUCTION
Silicon photovoltaic (Si PV) modules currently dominate
the solar energy market. Progress in Si PV efficiency, com-
bined with historically low module costs, has enabled the
overall Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE) for Si photovoltaics
to be competitive with non-renewable energy sources in some
markets. However despite recent LCOE reductions, Si PV
technology remains economically inferior to fossil fuels[1].
Additionally, flat-plate Si solar modules require geographical
locations with high direct normal incidence (DNI) sunlight
conditions in order to maintain module performance [2]. Both
the strict DNI requirement and the high LCOE of Si PV cells
ultimately limits solar powers dissemination into the global
energy market.
To further PV penetration into electricity markets, lumi-
nescent solar concentrators (LSCs) offer a solution to capture
diffuse sunlight and reduce the LCOE. A traditional LSC con-
sists of an optical waveguide with luminophores suspended
in a polymer matrix and PV material lining the waveguides
edges [3], [4], [5]. Both diffuse and direct sunlight incident
upon this waveguide become absorbed by the embedded
luminophores.
Absorbed photons can undergo radiative recombination,
which gives rise to a sharply-peaked and energy down-
shifted photoluminesce emission spectrum. Photons can also
undergo nonradiative recombination, becoming parasitically
lost as heat. Total internal reflection (TIR) typically guides the
photoluminescence radiation to the waveguide edge, where it
impinges upon the PV cells [6], [7], [8]. The light concentra-
tion factor is directly proportional to the geometric gain (GG)
of the LSC - defined as the ratio of illuminated waveguide
area to total PV cell area.
Despite extensive research and development, LSC module
concentration and efficiency suffers from two key loss mech-
anisms [9], [10]. First, embedded luminophores require near-
unity photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) in order to
achieve desired optical efficiencies [11]. To prevent excess
nonradiative recombination, overlap between luminophore
absorbed and emitted photon energies needs to be minimized
by employing luminophores that exhibit a Stokes shift [12],
[13]. . Historically, luminophores have not been able to si-
multaneously exhibit a sufficiently high PLQY and also large
Stokes shifts, leading a significant fraction of luminescence
photons to be parasitically absorbed by the luminophores.
Second, the index of refraction contrast between the optical
waveguide and the surrounding medium define a photon
escape cone and the limits for waveguide light trapping
[14]. Polymer waveguides experience significant escape cone
losses for photons radiated at angles that lie between normal
incidence and the critical angle of the waveguide.
Recent advances in cadmium selenide core, cadmium sul-
fide shell (CdSe/CdS) quantum dot (QD) technology allow
for near-unity QDs and sufficiently large Stokes shifts [15],
[16]. Furthermore, the addition of top and bottom waveguide
coatings that function as spectrally-selective filters presents
a possible approach to enhance the waveguide light trapping
efficiency. We optically connect a conceptual prototype LSC
component in tandem with a planar Si subcell, as shown
in Fig. 1(a) and 1(b). Fig. 1(c) shows the absorption and
photoluminescence (PL) spectra for synthesized and measured
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Fig. 1. (a) 3-dimensional and (b) 2-dimensional schematics of the tandem LSC-Si architecture, the QDs are enlarged for viewing purposes, (c) measured Si
and InGaP EQE curves with respect to wavelength and optimized CdSe/CdS QD absorption and PL spectra; (d) an example reflection spectrum dielectric
stack filter with respect to wavelength for a given angle of incidence, where Rshort-pass, Rrejection, and Rlong-pass correspond to the short-wavelength (300 to
585 nm), mid-wavelength (585 to 665 nm), and long-wavelength (665 to 1100 nm) reflection regimes respectively.
CdSe/CdS QDs. We further improve upon the performance
of conventional LSCs by the use of embedded, planar wide
bandgap InGaP micro-cells. By use of a wide bandgap cell
whose open circuit voltage exceeds that of a Si cell, LSC-on-
Si tandem modules allow greater spectral efficiency across
the solar spectrum than Si-only modules. We can adjust
the InGaP cell external quantum efficiency (EQE) spectrum
to the PL emission wavelength, as shown in Fig. 1(c). A
planar InGaP cell geometry allows for more rigorous control
of the geometric gain, allowing for further optimization of
the overall power conversion efficiency (PCE) [17]. Last,
Fig. 1(d) shows an ideal filter employing high reflectivity in
the rejection band (Rrejection) and low reflectivity in the out
of band (Rshort-pass, Rlong-pass). This LSC design minimizes
losses due to reabsorption and nonradiative recombination
of luminescence photons and also due to incomplete light
trapping.
Here we characterize a tandem LSC-on-Si module design
through the use of a Monte Carlo ray-tracing model. We syn-
thesize and measure CdSe/CdS QDs to obtain experimental
absorption/PL data. Additionally, we fabricate InGaP micro-
cells and Si subcells to obtain measured EQE as inputs to the
Monte Carlo simulation, where cell efficiencies are calculated
in the radiative limit. We develop optimal designs for tandem
LSC-on-Si modules both with and without spectrally selective
mirror layers. Additionally, we optimize device architecture
and mirror design for maximum PCE. Finally, we analyze
best-case simulation scenarios for the with- and without-
mirror cases.
RESULTS
Mirrorless LSC-on-Si Optimization
The challenge in modeling a tandem LSC-on-Si device
arises from the large number of module components. Given
the large parameter space of components, we first perform an
analysis with extensive multi-parameter variations assuming
no top or bottom luminescence photon-trapping mirrors to be
present in the device architecture. In our analysis, we varied
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Fig. 2. Tandem LSC-Si module efficiency in the case without mirrors, with respect to varying (a) PLQY and QD PL peak location assuming an OD of 0.30
and FWHM of 30 nm, (b) PLQY and QD PL FWHM assuming an OD of 0.30 and PL peak location of 625 nm, (c) PLQY and OD of the embedded QDs
at 450 nm assuming a PL peak location of 625 nm and FWHM of 30 nm, and (d) short circuit current of the Si and InGaP cells, varying PLQY and OD of
the embedded QDs at 450 nm again assuming a PL peak location of 625 nm and FWHM of 30 nm.
the QD PL peak spectral position, the QD PL spectral full
width at half maximum (FWHM), the optical density (OD)
of QDs within the PLMA waveguide, and the QD PLQY. Fig.
2 shows the results of this analysis.
Without mirrors, the ideal PL peak location gives rise to a
maximum module performance at a luminescence wavelength
of slightly above 650 nm across all PLQY values, shown in
Fig. 2(a). This results from a Stokes shift increase, minimizing
re-absorption losses at wavelengths corresponding to high
InGaP cell EQE. We additionally observe an optimum FWHM
for the QD PL spectrum of approximately 80 nm, as shown
in Fig. 2(b). For a larger QD PL FWHM, the broader
luminescence spectrum yields more frequent opportunities for
radiated photons to be absorbed by either the more efficient
InGaP micro-cell or the higher EQE Si subcell. In contrast,
when the FWHM is too broad, nonradiative recombination via
QD re-absorption decreases the overall module efficiency.
For all assumed PLQY values, we find that maximum PCE
occurs at an OD of 0.30 at 450 nm, as shown in Fig. 2(c).
For OD values less than 0.30, QDs do not absorb and then
emit enough photons to the InGaP micro-cells. However, for
OD values greater than 0.30, photons are either parasitically
absorbed by the QDs or reradiated at angles within the escape
cone at a greater frequency. We find that with unity PLQY,
optimized PL peak location, ideal FWHM, and intermediate
waveguide OD we achieve a maximum PCE of η = 24.8%
for the mirrorless waveguide design.
In the mirrorless design, the majority of the output power
generated by the tandem LSC-on-Si module comes from the
Si subcell. From Fig. 2(d), we find the generated photocurrent
of the Si cell to be an order of magnitude greater than
the InGaP cell photocurrent across all PLQY. Even at unity
PLQY, escape cone loss prevents a higher concentration
of light impinging upon the InGaP cell. We conclude that
in order to achieve both higher overall module efficiencies
and more significant InGaP cell power generation, additional
light-trapping mechanisms must be integrated into the device
architecture.
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Fig. 3. Tandem LSC-Si module efficiency with respect to varying (a) rejection-band mirror width, centered at 625 nm, assuming unity rejection-band reflection
and unity out-band transmission; (b) mirror rejection-band left and right edges’ location at DNI photons, assuming unity Rrejection and zero Rpass; (c) top
and bottom mirror Rrejection vs. Rpass across all angles at ideal rejection-band widths; and (d) bottom-only mirror Rrejection vs. Rshort-pass, assuming ideal top
mirror performance as shown in (c), and ideal rejection-band widths.
Top and Bottom Mirror Optimization
To determine optimal spectral and angular requirements for
the top and bottom luminescence photon trapping mirrors, we
varied the mirror reflection parameters, with a top hat-like
profile, as shown in Fig. 1(d). The top mirror imposes more
stringent spectral requirements, as the optical filter requires
near unity transmittance short-pass spectral response, as QD
absorption occurs only in this part of the spectrum. Similarly,
the mirror long-pass reflectance must be minimized in order
for light to reach the Si subcell. In contrast, the bottom
mirror short-pass transmitted light is usefully absorbed by
the Si subcell, giving rise to power generation, albeit with
a less-than-optimal voltage (reduced spectral efficiency). We
thus expect the bottom mirror to be less sensitive to short-
pass performance than for the top mirror. However, both the
top and bottom mirrors require maximum high reflectance
in the rejection-band in order to trap luminescence photons
impinging on the optical waveguide surface and within the
escape cone of the bare waveguide.
Our highest PLQY CdSe/CdS QDs exhibit a FWHM of
approximately 30 nm with a PL peak spectral position cen-
tered at 625 nm. We therefore treat the FWHM and PL peak
spectral position as fixed for purpose of mirror optimization.
Given this PL spectrum, Fig. 3(a) shows the module PCE
for various rejection-band widths with PL spectral position
centered at 625 nm. A FWHM of 68 nm yields maximum
device performance, assuming no strong angular dependence
of the rejection band. This rejection band mirror reflectance
width therefore represents the optimal trade off between
capture of QD luminescence photons and parasitic reflection
of incident light. Transmitted photons are absorbed by either
the embedded QDs or the underlying Si cell. Assuming ideal
rejection-band top/bottom mirror widths, we now investigate
the effect of mirror reflectance variation, specifically Rrejection
against Rpass (in the short-pass and long-pass regimes), where
we assume an angular independent response. Fig. 3(c) details
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Fig. 4. Tandem LSC-Si module efficiency in the perfect-mirrors case with respect to varying (a) PLQY and QD PL peak location, (b) PLQY and QD PL
FWHM, (c) PLQY and OD of the embedded QDs at 450 nm, and (d) short circuit current of the Si and InGaP cells, varying PLQY and OD of the embedded
QDs at 450 nm.
the overall module efficiency results, while varying the two
reflection parameters, Rrejection and Rpass. We find that, while
optimal module efficiency results from an assumed unity
Rrejection reflectance and zero Rpass, an increase in mirror
reflectance Rpass is more detrimental to overall device perfor-
mance than a reduction in Rrejection. Assuming no top/bottom
mirror parity, we determine the overall impact on module
efficiency of varying Rshort-pass for the bottom mirror only,
while assuming a unity Rrejection and zero Rpass for the
top mirror. Fig. 3(d) shows that, as predicted, the short-
wavelength transmission requirements for the bottom mirror
can be significantly relaxed, still enabling high performance.
For the optimal top and bottom angularly independent mirror
designs obtained from this analysis, we achieve an overall
module efficiency of η = 28.4%.
As is the case with common spectrally selective filters
(e.g. dielectric stacks), a greater incident photon angle often
blueshifts the mirror rejection band while maintaining a
relatively constant rejection band width. We simulate varying
the rejection-band left and right edges location for normally
incident photons, and, as an example, assume a rejection-
band center shift of 1 nm per degree off normal incidence.
Fig. 3(b) shows the results of this simulation. For rejection
band left edges located near 620 nm and right edges near
700 nm, we find a globally maximum module efficiency. For
rejection-band widths that are too large, module efficiency
decreases when the band reflection fails to overlap with the
PL spectra and reflects incident light. However, we see that
this global maximum occurs at rejection-band widths that, at
normal incidence, are further red-shifted. This result implies
that the top and bottom mirrors fundamental contribution to
tandem LSC-on-Si module efficiency comes from reflection
of photons with large angles of incidence within the waveg-
uide.
Mirrors LSC-on-Si Optimization
Analogous to the optimization of the mirrorless tandem
LSC, we determine the maximum module efficiency possible
with ideal top and bottom mirrors. Fig. 4(a) shows that
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Fig. 5. (a) A comparison of the tandem LSC-Si module efficiency performance vs. the standalone Si cell efficiency, varying the fraction of light that is
normally incident upon the structure; ; (b) a comparison between the number of QD absorption and PL events of the cases with/without mirrors under their
respective, optimized conditions; and the tandem LSC-Si photon loss mechanisms with respect to incident photon wavelength for the (c) case without and (d)
case with perfect mirrors under their respective, optimized conditions.
ideal PL peak values depend strongly on the PLQY. For
lower QD performance, 650 nm yields maximum module
efficiency. Parasitic absorption dominates photon recycling
events for poor PLQY values. With optimized top/bottom
mirrors, photon nonradiative recombination increases for PL
peaks centered in the mirrors rejection-band. However, as
the limit of PLQY approaches unity, the PL peak optimum
shifts to 625 nm. Because top/bottom mirror rejection-band
reflection is lossless and centered at 625 nm, unity PLQY
results in zero instances of nonradiative absorption by the
embedded QDs, and therefore allows for unlimited recycling
and trapping of short-wavelength photons.
Similarly, we see a strong dependence of module per-
formance on PLQY by varying the FWHM, shown in Fig.
4(b). We find that, as expected, high PLQY values favor
sharply peaked PL. We attribute this to the fact that high
PLQY minimizes nonradiative recombination, and therefore
narrower FWHM values allow for more photon capture.
Variation of OD of the QDs embedded within the polymer
waveguide for the perfect top/bottom mirror case additionally
shows a strong dependence on PLQY values, as seen in Fig.
4(c). However, in all cases , a maximum module PCE is
obtained at OD of 0.30 at 450 nm. In contrast to the no-
mirror case, we find that the module efficiency decreases
less rapidly for increasing OD with non-unity PLQY. With
increased QD absorption and PL, there is more opportunity
for escape-cone losses. However for ideal mirrors, a unity
rejection band redirects all such potential escaped photons
back into the waveguide. We therefore find that with unity
PLQY, optimized QD PL peak location, ideal FWHM, and
an OD of 0.30 at 450 nm, we achieve a maximum PCE of
η = 30.8%, approximately a 6% absolute efficiency increase
relative to the mirrorless case.
Optimal Case Analysis
In the perfect-mirrors case, the output power generated by
this tandem LSC-on-Si module is much more evenly split
between the Si subcell and the embedded InGaP micro-cell.
The InGaP contributes approximately 43% of the total output
power for unity PLQY, as seen in Table 1. Fig. 4(d) displays
the short circuit current contribution of the InGaP cell. In
contrast to Fig. 2(d), the InGaP photocurrent has increased
by a factor of 4.5.
Fig. 5(b)-(d) compare the performance analysis of the best
mirrorless and perfect-mirror designs. For this, we choose
non-unity PLQY of 0.98 to determine how parasitic QD
absorption loss compares to escape cone loss. We find that in
the mirrorless design, the dominant loss comes from escape
cone loss, shown in Fig. 5(c). Escape cone loss stems from
non-unity Si EQE and incomplete waveguide trapping. For
the perfect mirror case, short-wavelength photons are more
likely to be parasitically absorbed, as a result of increased
photon recycling, shown in Fig. 5(d). We demonstrate this
fact by comparing the average number of PL events for a
given photon of a certain wavelength, shown in Fig. 5(b). The
dominant loss mechanism for long wavelength photons in the
perfect mirror design is primarily a result of the imperfect
absorption of the Si subcell, matching the mirrorless case.
Table 1 shows the comparison between best-case scenarios
of the mirrorless and perfect-mirror configuration, for unity
and 0.98 PLQY. Additionally, Table 1 compares the overall
power output with the use of a 25.6% cell efficiency, silicon
heterojunction structure with interdigitated back contacts as
the subcell [37]; we also demonstrate the power output
possible with this tandem LSC-Si architecture by replacing
the subcell with a passivated emitter and rear contact (PERC)
Si cell [38].
Finally, we investigate how the fraction of DNI light
affects the overall module PCE. Fig. 5(a) shows the results
of this simulation for the perfect-mirror architecture versus
the standalone Si cell case. As expected, the highest module
efficiency results from 100% DNI for both the LSC-on-Si and
bare Si cases; however, we also note that the absolute percent
efficiency increase between the completely diffuse case (i.e.
0% DNI) and the fully direct case is 0.389% absolute PCE
for the LSC-on-Si module. By contrast, we find that the bare
Si cell loses approximately 10% absolute PCE going from
100% DNI to 0%. This suggests that, while DNI light is
ideal for maximum module efficiencies, this tandem LSC-on-
Si architecture can perform with greater than 30% PCE even
in the completely diffuse limit, and therefore significantly out-
compete traditional Si cells in this light insolation regime.
For comparison, D. King [2] showed a similar trend of a
standalone Si cells relative photocurrent with varying angle
of incidence. We understand this result by noting that, even
under highly diffuse light, QDs absorb isotropically. Thus,
while the standalone Si cell might reflect light hitting from
off-normal incidence angles, a LSC can re-capture this light
as it is trapped within the waveguide.
DISCUSSION
We have introduced a tandem-on-Si luminescent solar
concentrator. We show significant PCE enhancements can be
achieved in a tandem LSC, relative to both traditional single-
layer LSC designs and flat-plate Si cells. A tandem LSC-on-
Si module features a number of components that influence
its conversion efficiency, including spectrally selective top
and bottom mirrors and CdSe/CdS QD luminophores with
optimally tuned absorption and PL spectra. We apply a Monte
Carlo ray-tracing model to fabricated Si and InGaP cells with
measured EQEs, which yield cell efficiencies of ηSi = 19.8%
and ηInGaP = 26.0% for the radiative limit under low DNI
conditions. We ultimately find, under low DNI conditions,
maximum LSC-on-Si PCEs reaching 24.8% and 30.8% for the
mirrorless and perfect-mirror designs respectively. Further-
more, if we assume Si subcell EQEs consistent with reported
PERC [37] or HIT [38] Si cells and perfect mirrors, we
find tandem LSC-on-Si PCEs of 32.0% and 32.8% could be
achieved, respectively.
Assuming a tandem structure without top and bottom
mirrors, we find an ideal QD PL peak location of 650 nm
given the InGaP and Si cell EQEs, optimized QD PL FWHM
of 80 nm, and an OD of the embedded QDs within the PLMA
waveguide of 0.30 at 450 nm. For high QD PLQY under these
conditions, we find a maximum PCE of 24.8%, where roughly
17% of this power is generated by the LSC and 83% by the
Si subcell.
Optimizing the top and bottom mirrors spectral reflection
and angular dependence for maximum PCE, we find for
near-unity PLQY an ideal QD PL peak location of 625 nm,
optimized QD PL FWHM of 10 nm, and an OD of the
embedded QDs within the PLMA waveguide of 0.30 at 450
nm. Under these conditions and optimized mirror design,
we find a maximum PCE of 30.8%, where roughly 47%
of the output power is generated by the LSC and 53% by
the Si subcell. Overall, these results indicate the considerable
potential for efficiency enhancements by use of a tandem-on-
Si LSC architecture, under low DNI conditions.
METHODS
The tandem LSC-on-Si module performance is simulated
via a Monte Carlo ray-tracing model [18], [19], [20]. The
algorithm traces photons throughout the module architecture.
We determine photon trajectories via scattering, reflection,
transmission, and absorption probabilities for each component
in the device. We calculate photon reflection probabilities by
Fresnel laws for the TE and TM polarizations, and refraction
angles via Snells law. The algorithm assumes either com-
plete transmission or reflection at a given interface, thereby
stochastically treating photon paths [21], [22]. To achieve
sufficient statistical averaging, we initialize approximately
106 photons for a given Monte Carlo simulation. To simulate
low DNI environments, we assume 40% of incident photons
to normally strike the tandem module, and 60% to approach
with angles uniformly distributed throughout the incident
photon hemisphere i.e. a Lambertian distribution. Cosine
TABLE 1: BEST CASE SIMULATION RESULTS
Si Cell Case Mirror Case PLQY Pout (InGaP) [mW/cm2] Pout (Si) [mW/cm2] Pin [mW/cm2] PCE
Fabricated None 0.98 2.96 14.39 70.2 24.7
Fabricated None 1.00 3.03 14.43 70.2 24.8
Fabricated Perfect 0.98 6.25 11.40 70.2 25.1
Fabricated Perfect 1.00 10.21 11.40 70.2 30.8
PERC Perfect 1.00 10.06 12.54 70.2 32.0
HIT Perfect 1.00 9.96 13.17 70.2 32.8
factor intensity losses apply to all initialized photons, and
determine the net incident power.
Photons impinge upon either the top filter or the LSC
waveguide, for the cases with and without a selective mirror,
respectively. We assume a polylaurylmethacrylate (PLMA)
polymer waveguide (refractive index n = 1.44) with uni-
formly distributed QDs. To determine QD absorption within
the polymer, we apply the Beer-Lambert law, given a certain
optical loading of QDs within the PLMA [23]. We input
experimentally synthesized CdSe/CdS QDs’ absorption and
PL characteristics as a baseline for Monte Carlo optimization.
As mentioned, the heterojunction structure of the
CdSe/CdS core/shell QDs allow for fine-tuning of the absorp-
tion and photoluminescence spectra. Ideally, luminophores
exhibit large Stokes shifts at high PLQY in order to minimize
both the number of photons parasitically absorbed by the QDs
as well as the amount of light transmitted through the escape
cone of the waveguide [24]. To achieve both high Stokes shifts
and near-unity PLQY, we follow literature procedures with
slight synthesis modifications for developing CdSe/CdS QDs
[25], [26]. All steady-state absorption spectra are collected
using a Shimadzu UV-3600 double beam spectrometer and all
steady state PL spectra via a Horiba Jobin-Yvon FluoroLog
2 spectrofluorometer. For the Monte Carlo, we define the
PLQY as the probability of photon re-emission directly after
absorption by a QD.
In order to account for secondary effects such as polymer
non-radiative absorption and photon scattering, we engineer
PLMA waveguides of corresponding thicknesses for direct
measurement and use in the Monte Carlo. We fabricate
luminescent waveguides via the UV polymerization method.
We mix the monomer lauryl methacrylate (Sigma Aldrich)
and the cross-linker ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (Sigma
Aldrich) at a 10:1 volume ratio, and disperse the CdSe/CdS
quantum dots in hexane solution. Additionally to control film
thickness, we introduce 0.05 vol% photo-initiator Darocur
1173 (Sigma Aldrich) into solution, where we capillary fill
the photo-initiator between two quartz plates with soda lime
glass spacers at the corners. Finally, we polymerize the
assembled device under UV illumination and inert atmosphere
for 30 minutes, followed by removal of the top quartz plate.
We measure waveguide absorption using a Varian Cary 5G
spectrophotometer.
Once a photon strikes either the embedded InGaP micro-
cell or the Si subcell, the measured EQE determines the
photon to electron conversion. We fabricate InGaP micro-cells
and Si subcells exhibiting EQE shown in Figure 1(c). We
grow upright InGaP solar cells with a thin emitter by metal
organic vapor phase epitaxy [27] . Micro-cells are processed
and placed on glass, using transfer printing techniques [28].
The EQE shown in Figure 1(c) is an angle-averaged EQE
calculated for the InGaP device when embedded in PLMA
with a 70nm ZnS anti-reflective coating (ARC). We calculate
this EQE curve from measurements (and fitting) of larger
InGaP devices in air without an ARC.
For the Si subcell, we use an advanced design suitable for
reaching high efficiencies, specifically an interdigitated back
passivated contact cell [29]. This back contacted architecture
frees the cell of optical shading losses. Passivated contacts
enable high open circuit voltages [30], [31]. The cell is fabri-
cated from 180 µm thick, n-type Cz wafer, with a resistivity
of 3 Ω-cm, with wafer saw damage removed by etching and
KOH. The wafers are RCA cleaned and a rear tunneling oxide
is formed at 700◦C with O2 flow. We deposit 100 nm of
intrinsic amorphous Si on the rear side by PECVD. Beamline
ion implantation at 5 kV is done to implant 4×1015 cm−2 B
for the rear emitter regions, using photolithographic masking
to define the area of the device that is implanted. Similarly,
we implant, via beamline ion implantation, 7× 1015 cm−2 P
for the rear BSF regions. The sample is annealed at 850◦C
to crystallize the amorphous Si, and activate the implanted
dopants. 15 nm of Al2O3 is deposited on the entire surface of
the device by ALD and then 75 nm SiNx is deposited on the
front side as an anti-reflection coating. The sample is annealed
at 400◦C in forming gas to activate hydrogen passivation of its
surfaces. The Al2O3 is etched from the rear of the sample,
and a interdigitated pattern is defined photolithographically
and then metalized by evaporating 1 µm Al. We measure the
cell EQE using an Oriel QE system.
To simulate photon reflection via front contact shading,
we assign a finite probability to the InGaP cell. Given our
fabricated Si cell EQE, this Monte Carlo simulation yields
an overall PCE of ηSi ≈ 21.8% for the stand-alone Si subcell
under direct illumination.
As shown in Figure 1(b), photon loss mechanisms occur
from either initial reflection off of the top mirror of the
module, parasitic absorption via the QDs, or transmission
through the top surface of the device [32]. A count of the
photons and their incident wavelength accepted by either the
InGaP or Si cell is integrated with respect to the standard
AM1.5G spectrum. The model then uses a detailed balance
calculation of the open circuit voltage (Voc) and fill factor
(FF) to give an overall tandem LSC-Si module efficiency [33],
[34], [35], [36]. Note here that we define module efficiency
as the generated power ratio to the incident power, and the
DNI:diffuse light ratio dictates the incident power. We assume
an ideality factor of n = 1 for both the InGaP and Si cell
cases, and apply the ideal diode equation to determine the
Voc and FF, given as:
Voc =
nkBT
q
ln
(
IL
I0
+ 1
)
(1)
where q is the electron charge, kB the Boltzmann constant,
T the cell operating temperature (assumed to be T = 300K),
IL is the simulated illumination current, and I0 the dark
saturation current. I0 is approximated based on the radiative
limit of the cell, determined from the measured energy
bandgaps, Eg , of our fabricated InGaP and Si cells:
I0 =
q
kB
15σ
pi4
AwgT
3
∫ ∞
Eg/kBT
x2
ex − 1dx (2)
where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and Awg the
waveguide area. This simulation assumes a GG of 100, where
we measure the fabricated InGaP micro-cell dimensions to be
1.5× 10−3 m by 1× 10−4 m, yielding an InGaP cell area of
0.15 mm2 and therefore a waveguide area of 15 mm2.
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